Islamic Association bulletin violates rule
by Brian Wirth
A controversial bulletin posted in
the Engineering Building has prompted a memorandum from Dean of
Engineering Jay Pinson, asking the
department’s faculty to re-emphasize
its policy on the use of bulletin boards.
"We have an established
Engineering School policy which
states that all bulletins, fliers and
posters be dated and accompanied
with an accurate English translation,"
Pinson said.
The bulletin in question was
posted by the Islamic Association of
the United States and Canada. It is
entirely in the Persian language with
the exception of the phrase, "Old
Science Bld., S.J. State Room 142." No
English translation was attached.
On the face of the bulletin there is
a map of the country of Iran with an
arm thrusting skyward and a machine
gun clasped in the fist.

The bulletin, to paraphrase in
English, refers to a meeting which
will take place Feb. 16 at 6 p.m. in Old
Science Building room 142.
At the meeting, there will be
speakers, a slide-show and a film. The
subject matter of the meeting will be
to discuss the exploitation of the
Islamic countries by the United States
and the Soviet Union, especially in
light of its recent invasion of
Afghanistan.
Some students and faculty
members in the School of
Engineering, not knowing what the
bulletin meant, tore them down,
realizing that the bulletins are
violating the School of Engineering’s
bulletin board policy. This is not a
university policy.
"But as fast as we tear them
down," said Walter Mounts, equipment technician of materials

engineering, someone "pastes them up
anyway."
According to Mounts, the School of
Engineering’s policy on bulletin
boards via. posted three or four years
ago.
Harold Manson, the administrative assistant to SJSU
President Gail Fullerton, said the
School of Engineering’s policy on
bulletin boards was posted "more than
four years ago."
The School of Engineering’s policy
on bulletin boards is posted on some
bulletin boards in the School of
Engineering Building, such as the
campus activity boards and specific
Engineering societies’ boards
The School of Engineering policy
states that "recognized campus
organizations and student groups may
place advertisements and notices of
their activities in the Engineering

Building but only on bulletin boards
designated for such purposes."
The policy also states that "all
others must obtain approval from the
Dean of Engineering before posting
any materials on or in the
Engineering Building."
The policy notice concludes with
the statement that all bulletins "in a
foreign language must be accompanied by an accurate English
translation."
"If the students had asked for
permission to put up the bulletins,"
Manson said, "nothing would have
been said."
Student Programs and Services,
which has a listing of all recognized
campus organizations, does not have a
listing or number of the Islamic
Association of the U.S. and Canada.

,

,
by Kyle Brehm
This bulletin was torn down

Spartan Daily
Proposed tax initiative
threatens CSUC budget
by Ron Regalia
Passage of the Jarvis II tax slashing initiative in June could
result in a minimum $150 million
to $200 million cut in the
California State University and
Colleges budget for 1980-81, A.S.
President Nancy McFadden told
the A.S. Council Wednesday.
These losses, projected by
Office,
Chancellor’s
the
represent a20 to 25 percent chunk
of the CSUC’s $800 million annual
budget, she added.
The state Department of
Finance has estimated the
potential cut at $256 million or 30
percent of the CSUC budget.
To survive the budget
slashing, the CSUC is considering
placing ceilings on enrollment
and imposing tuition should
Jarvis II pass, according to a
report from Chancellor Glenn
Dumke to McFadden.
The first option would deny
entrance to some 100,000 students
in fall 1980, or one-third of those
currently enrolled on the CSUC
campuses, McFadden said.
The alternative would be a
$950 annual tuition for full-time
resident students, effective next
fall, she added.
The revenue generated by
this tuition would increase the
amount of financial aid available
to students, according to McPadden. Thus, more students
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would be able to afford the
tuition.
The CSUC, however, is still
anticipating a loss of at least
45,000 students under this option,
she said.
"There will be massive
layoffs,"
McFadden said,
referring to possible passage of
Jarvis II. "The first to go will be
the newly hired and that means
women and minorities."
She added that the school
stands to lose many good young
professors who contribute to the
quality of education at SJSU and
students are hurt in the long run.
"There will be an immediate
and drastic drop in international
and non-resident students,"
McFadden continued, saying
many won’t be able to afford the
full tuition charged to out-of-state
students.
She said both A.S. and
Spartan Shops are anticipating
heavy losses should the initiative
pass. Reduced enrollment means
less money for A.S. and Student
Services and reduced sales for
the Spartan Bookstore.
"Proposition 13 resulted in a
$17 million cut in last year’s
CSUC base budget," McFadden
said. "Now we are talking about
a cut of at least $200 million."
She said the school system
must take action against Jarvis
II immediately. It will be on the

June ballot. The 1980-81 fiscal
year begins July!.
"The A.S. cannot spend funds
to politically lobby against Jarvis
II," McFadden said. "But we can
participate in an unbiased
educational campaign.
"A lot of students aren’t even
registered to vote," McFadden
continued. "If we have the same
turnout for the June election that
we have for school elections,
Jarvis II will win."
Council member Steve
Spears saw no reason to persuade
A.S. to oppose Jarvis II.
"Most of us are or should be
against the initiative," Spears
said. "Our efforts should go into
telling everyone else to oppose
it
Current polls indicate that
Jarvis II is winning by a convincing 2-1 margin, McFadden
said. She pointed out that four
months ago, however, people
were backing the initiative 4-1.
The California State Students
Association ( CSSA ), an alliance
of college student council
members, has not yet taken
action against the initiative,
McFadden said.
McFadden hopes the CSSA
will develop concrete steps for
opposing the initiative at a
conference here in the A.S
council chambers on Feb. 23 and
24.

McFadden urges council
to work against Jarvis II
by Ron Regalia
A.S. President Nancy McFadden urged the Student Council to
take a firm stand against the Jarvis
II tax-cutting initiative and put "150
percent into defeating it" in a
presentation at the A.S. meeting
Wednesday in the S.U. council
chambers.
An official decision should be
made at the next council meeting on
Wednesday, Feb. 20, she said. At
that time, debate and discussion on
the issue, preferably on both sides,
will take place, she added.
She hopes to come up with
several specific alternatives for
council action against "Jaws II" in
the next two weeks. She will propose
these to the council.
Vice President Kiran Majithia’s
proposal for carpooling in the
Seventh Street garage by fall 1980
was approved and received an initial
allocation of $500.
The council will use $250 of its
advertising budget to run a full-page
advertisement promoting the
program in the Spartan Daily next
week.
Another $250 from the A.S.
emergency fund was set aside for
future carpool advertising.
Student Services told the council
it will immediately begin printing
computer card applications for
students and faculty. These will be
distributed on campus throughout
the semester, John Canada of

Student Services said.
The carpooling permits could
even be issued this spring if a
reduced rate is approved by Jack
Coleman, executive vice president
of SJSU.
The $18 proposed for the carpool
permit is set through the Chancellor’s Office and cannot be
changed by A.S., Majithia said.
A series of resolutions for increased campus security were
adopted unanimously by the-council.
Majithia and Coleman
developed the resolutions partly in
response to a recent national survey
which revealed that SJSU has "very
serious crime problems."
The resolutions called for increased campus lighting, a larger
and thus more responsive escort
service and the re-establishment of
the University Foot Patrol program.
In addition, the installation of
emergency phones outside of dormitories and sororities and a "crime
confidential line" allowing for
anonymous crime reports were
proposed.
A.S. will recommend these and
other specific security measures to
SJSU President Gail Fullerton.
In other action, the council
approved almost $1,400 in
allocations to campus organizations.
The general fund now contains
$1,713.88, according to A.S.
Treasurer Juvenica Romo.
The Black Student Union

received $300 for a guest speaker on
Feb. 22 and $270 to send two
representatives to the first Black
Student Conference on Feb. 22-24 at
San Diego State University.
Womyn’s Week was allocated
$550. The program has already
received $6,000 from the cultural
weeks fund.
The remainder of the program’s
$10,050 budget will be met by an
anticipated income of $2,000 and
$1,500 left over from the 1978-79 A.S.
allocation.
The council also gave $128 to the
Geology Club and $135 to the Office
of Islamic Affairs.
AS. Personnel Officer Alice
Adams, who plans to attend the
Black Student Conference as a
council representative, was given
$210 for the trip. The money will
come from the legislative travel
fund which contains about $1,000.
The A.S. agreed to join the Intercultural Steering Committee
(ICSC) in recommending to
Fullerton that no information on
foreign students be released to the
Immigration and Naturalization
Service (INS).
This action may only delay the
INS’s attempt to get the information, A.S. Adviser Louie
Barrozzi said. Because most aliens
registered with the Post Office in
January, the INS probably has
access to the information, Barrozzi
said.
-continued on back page

Green light for B of A

City approves downtown development
by Brian Boyd
The San Jose City Council has
cleared the way for the construction
of a new Bank of America branch
and a possible 200 units of "upper
income, adult housing" on San
Fernando Street between Third and
Fourth streets.
At Tuesday night’s meeting the
council voted to override restrictions that would require the
developer of the property to help the
local school district with any
financial burdens that a residential
development would produce.
While it is doubtful that Bank of
America would build any housing
units, the addition of possible
housing in the plan would allow
subsequent developers to build the
units.
There is no specific developer or
housing plans at this time.
"This type of a de==-Innment
would be a real plus to the downtown," Councilman Larry Pegram
said.
Eric Harlow, downtown resident
and owner of Underground Records
on Third Street, asked the council to
consider merging the Bank of
America project with the Ryland
Towers project planned for North
First Street.
"San Jose is like a doughnut. It
has a hole in the middle of it. We’re
going to have that hole until
someone makes people move
downtown," Harlow said. "Why
build Ryland Towers on the edge of
the downtown and a two-story bank
in the center of it."
Harlow said the 200-unit plan
Are the construction workers, who can usually be seen working at the new library site, doing a little pleased him "somewhat." He ex"moonlighting?" This double exposure creates the illusion that the 118 -foot high crane is dropping the pressed concern about the Ryland
project.
lunar wrecking ball onto the campus. Fortunately, the moon is still intact.

Moon under construction

"When are we going to stop
putting people in the suburbs and get
them downtown?" he said. "Money
talks. Right now the developers feel
that they can make more money
somewhere else."
Lawrence Hill, regional real
estate manager for the Bank of
America, said the bank was happy
with the 200-unit plan.
"The council decision simply
means that whoever we sell the land
to will be able to build the housing
units if they so desire," Hill said.
The old Bank of America
building on San Carlos Street is
being sought by the city as a site for
sparking garage.
Next Tuesday the council will
consider funding of walking patrols
for the SJSU area. The patrols would
consist of one University Police
officer and one city police officer.
The patrols were run for 37 days
last semester before they were cut
when funding was depleted.
The cost of the patrol would
range between $80,000 and $120,000 a
year.

SJSU President Gail Fullerton
has asked the California State
University and Colleges Chancellor’s office for $45,000 to continue
the program. The rest of the cost
would be borne by the city.
There has been no decision yet
by the Chancellor’s office.
"It may go through soon. Right
now it looks very favorable,"
University Police information officer Russ Lunsford said.
The city-side funding proposal
was made by Councilman Thomas
McEnery, who is running for reelection in District 3, where SJSU is
located.
The council will also consider an
ordinance that would ban the sale of
drug paraphernalia within the city
limits.
Harlow, the owner of Underground Records which sells such
paraphernalia, says he will try to
organize opposition to the ordinance.
"It’s been tried in other cities
and been found unconstitutional,"
Harlow said.

Daily to observe holiday
Along with the rest of SJSU, the Spartan Daily will observe
Presidents’ Day and will appear next on Wednesday, Feb. 20.

Add/drop forms due today
Today is the last day of the add/drop period. Completed forms may
be dropped off at the registration center on the upper level of the
Student Union until 3 p.m.
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Solution to handgun problems is available
by Kevin FoIan
Staff %Writer

Almost all of America’s large
urban areas seem to share one
violent malady - crime committed
with handguns
Cheap and easily attainable,
they give the lowest element of
society life and death power over
citizens unlucky enough to cross
their path.
Daily newspapers are replete
with incidents of gun-toting robbers
shooting down their victims on a
whim.
That such incidents are corn-

reliable figure can be arrived at in
these cases.
This issue of numbers is raised
because if the possession of all
handguns is to be banned, the state
must know who has the guns so they
can all be confiscated.
The registered handguns could
be collected, but the number of
unregistered handguns quite exceeds the former figure.
Should civil liberties be temporarily suspended and every house
searched for all handguns?
It is most probable that temporary suspension of civil liberties is

probability of success. The second
approach also utilizes legislative
fiat, and works on the second
variable in handgun crime - the
person behind the gun.
In 1975, a law was enacted in the
Commonwealth of Massachusetts.
The success of this measure may
indicate how to best proceed against
this problem.
The Bartley-Fox Act provides
that a person who carries a gun
outside his home must have a license
to do so, and anyone who is convicted of carrying a handgun
without a license is given a man-

’Handguns are desired by people for
both illegal and...innocent purposes’

monplace is true.
That nothing can be done about
it is not.
In seeking to combat this
problem, there are two avenues of
approach which would seem logical.
One. Confront the issue of the
handgun itself. This would appear to
be the sensible approach in theory.
If there are no handguns, there can
be no handgun-connected crimes.
Ban the sale, possession and use of
handguns.
This would easily be the
definitive approach. But it is not, nor
can it be, the successful one. A
number of factors mitigate against
its being so.
It is estimated that the total
number of handguns in the United
States ranges from a conservative
figure of 3 million to as many as 20
million.
Working with states that require
registration of handguns, a tally as
to their total number could be
arrived at with fair accuracy. But
many more handguns exist in these
areas that are not registered.
Then there are the states where
no registration is required. No
something that most people would

wisely be against.
In another tack, if, by legislative
fiat, all handgun possession was
declared to be illegal, and all handguns would have to be voluntarily
surrendered under pain of criminal
charges, would this then succeed in
ridding the nation of all handguns,
and by extension, all handgun
crime?
Handguns are desired by people
for both illegal and legal or innocent
purposes. If both groups are denied
the ability to openly obtain what
they want, the past experience in
America suggests that there will
always be someone willing to supply
covertly and illegally what cannot
be had openly and lawfully.
Two. Obviously, the tactic of
stopping hanftur ’-runes by controlling the handgun itself has a low
mandatory
sentence of one year in
jail.
No illegal act with the handgun
need be committed. Merely
possessing an unlicensed gun is
sufficient.
The success of the act seems not
to stem from the length of the sentence, but from the surety of its

imposition. There is no plea
bargaining, no time off for good
behavior, no parole. There is just the
absolute certainty of one year in
state prison.
The act, which has won
widespread public approval, has
made a substantial impact on
handgun-related armed robberies.
According to an article by Donald C.
McKay in the Christian Science
Monitor, these crimes have declined
35.1 percent in Massachusetts, while
armed robberies with handguns
declined nationally by only 11.7
percent.
Drawing on this, California
would do well to enact a law similar
to Bartley-Fox, and, in fact, to take
this concept still further.
Although the California State
Supreme Court has refused the
logical extension of Bartley-Fox
I mandating a fixed jail term for
anyone using a gun in the commission of a crime ) in the Tanner
decision, at the very least, serious
consideration should be given to any
reasonable attempt to make life a
little safer for the citizens of
California.

There are ways to avoid getting drafted
neutral party’s country.

by Scott Hinrichs
Staff Wrarr

Something was floating to the
surface in the briny depths of that
third glass of Budweiser. It symbolized that uneasy feeling of
something growing closer and closer
- something to be feared.
A war! A war! Come home
victorious or come home on your
shield, goes an ancient saying that is
no longer valid.
Today the stakes are too high.
The revised rules of modern
warfare go something like this:
Rule I. It is agreed that no one
will fight. You are allowed to say
nasty things about each other.
Rule 2. You may fight in a
united fashion. For lack of an
adequate stadium you must use a

with.

Rule 3. You may fight and
employ your worst tools. Everything
goes.
There are no winners in modern
warfare. Everybody loses. This is
especially true when rule three
comes into play. The only winners
will be the mutant cockroaches that
will carry on the government
traditions in Washington and
Moscow.
The present occupants of
Washington have decided to gear up
for a rule No. 2 conflict for the
moment. The common people must
wait for the announcement before
they can join in the fun.
Let’s look at what we’re dealing

It would seem running a country
is like driving a car. If President
Carter could see the road and touch
the pedals at the same time, things
would be a little more certain.

There are ways to get out of a
back seat without door handles
however. Houdin’ got out of a trunk,
didn’t he?

If your’re between the ages of 18
and 20 (so far) you’re in the back
seat of that car.

Being in college used to work, it
doesn’t now. The best academic
major in a desperation attempt is
theology - good luck.

Carter’s license-to-fly is from
the Ace Mail Order School of Driving
- The Carter Doctrine.
Now here’s the question you
must decide: Would you climb into
that car if it stopped to pick you up?
This back seat bargaining
position is known as conscription.

(asked Wednesday at the Student Union)
1 don’t have enough information to make a
choice. I haven’t been following the political
scene too closely.
Seth Maxwell
Business Administration, sophomore

I don’t know. I wouldn’t vote for Carter. I’m
not satisfied with his administration. I don’t like
any of the candidates.
Erlinda Tulloc
Human Performance, senior

Be subversive, get nasty, molest
old women, this approach usually
leads directly to the Marines or the

Run the border. Canadian officials will probably watch you run
right back over the border. Don’t
look to Mexico either. Take swimming lessons.

Consume $20 worth of Taco Bell
burritos each day - but, as you
approach the size of a doorway, ease
off to $15. If your size doesn’t convince the Selective Service, the
smell will.

If you fail to qualify for an
exemption or just choose to go into
the service, remember, you are not
fighting for Mom’s carrot cake or
Straw Hat pizza. You are fighting for
that American institution, that
plastic looking building on every
corner of every American block the filling station.

Damage youself, but don’t get
carried away - mutilated limbs,
broken backs and gashed throats all
are examples of overkill.

When you return stateside I if
you return stateside) be sure your
new car is built in America, and buy
only Exxon products.

Your best bet is to creatively
alter your physical appearance.

Editor:
Boy, did David Harris miss the
boat! I thought he was supposed to
be an informed individual, not just a
rabble-rouser. He would profit by a
study of world politics and military
science.

with Eastern Europe, nor with
Vietnam, nor with any other country
they’ve invaded.
If they want the Persian Gulf,
and they do, it violates no military
strategy to first surround their
objective. Look at their influence in
Africa and the Near East.
Afghanistan is another logical step
in the direction of isolating the
Persian Gulf and oil-exporting
countries.
Besides, the Russians have
never attacked in places where
world opinion was focused, as it
currently is in Iran. That would be
foolhardy. They have always at-

tacked where people least expected
it. Do you think anybody was expecting them to attack Hungary or
Czechoslavakia when they did? Who
was paying that much attnetion to
Afghanistan? Afghanistan seems so
small and insignificant to us, they
undoubtedly thought we wouldn’t
care, would continue the apathy of
the ’70s.
Soviet aggression is not limited
to any one nation. Each step they
take is a step closer to the annihilation of the United States and
domination of the world.

6

Harris and others who are trying to
dissuade us from opposing their
aggression.
And in case you think a world
dominated by the Soviet Union
wouldn’t be any worse than the one
we’re in now, maybe you haven’t
read Lenin or Stalin, both of whom
said: "Briefly, the dictatorship of
the proletariat is the rule unrestricted by law and based on
force - of the proletariat ..." (In
reading Lenin mail Stalin, it becomes
obvious that their meaning for
proletariat is whomever helps their
party.)

I’m sure they give their
wholehearted support to David

MAINE’S
DEMOCRATIC RACE TRACK
1980 SEASON

! Ar LEAST
NE’S HEADED IN THE
RIGHT OiRECPON!
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Carter. I think he’s trying so I would vote for
him. I would prefer a Republican, but there isn’t
one running that I like.
Nancy Nishimura
Creative Arts, senior

In the area of sexual deviation,
one small glimmer of hope exists.
Marry into a herd of sheep and bring
your in-laws to the conscienciousobjector hearings. But watch out,
the military may have a position for
you in Wyoming.

’David Harris missed the boat, just a rabble-rouser’

It is true that Afghanistan could
be a gateway to Pakistan and India.
The goal of communism is world
domination, so they would naturally
want to dominate India and
Pakistan as well as Iran and the
United States. Should we let them?
If their goal is world domination, are
they going to stop before that’s
accompolished? They didn’t stop

Carter. I think all the other candidates are
bums. I think Carter’s done a good job.
Alex Dourov
Administration of Justice, senior

Another difficult approach is
through drugs. Melt all the needles
they stick into your veins and they
might reconsider. Even Drano is too
mellow for this game.

Green Beret.

letters

What do you think?
Question: If the Presidential election
were held tomorrow, who would
you vote for?

Concription is a kind word for abduction - or is that induction?

Dale Milne
Linguistics, graduate student

sports
Spartans lose 52-51, drop to third in PCAA
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by Jon Bloom
SJSU did the one !hilt’, they could not an last night.
They lost.
After building a 12-point halftime lead, the Spartans
unraveled both offensively and defensively and lost their
final home basketball game of the season 52-51 to the UCSanta Barbara Gauchos before 1,856 patrons in Civic
Auditorium.
The loss dropped the Spartans into third place in the
PCAA regular season title race. SJSU is now two games
behind front-runner Utah State, who moved into sole
possession of first with a 96-90 victory over previous coleader Long Beach State last night.
The Spartans are now one game behind Long Beach
State, but could climb into a tie for second by beating the
49ers Saturday night in Long Beach.
SJSU had pulled to within one point on Wally Rank’s
18-foot jumper with 29 seconds left in the game. But a Sid
Williams shot from deep in the left corner missed at the
buzzer.

-It didn’t feel right at all," the junior forward said of
his desperation heave.
We were just trying to get it to one of our shooters,"
an extremely disappointed SJSU coach Bill Berry said.
"With two seconds left on the clock, you can’t be fussy."
The Spartans got their final chance when with 12
seconds left Dean Mayo missed the front end of a one-andone free throw situation to keep SJSU’s hopes alive.
Berry called tore-out with seven seconds left and
when time was back in Rank drove into the lane and was
fouled by Richard Anderson with two ticks left on the
clock.
Since the Spartans were not in a bonus free throw
situation, they were forced to try a shot off the inbound
pass.
After establishing a 35-23 halftime lead, the Spartans
saw Santa Barbara cut it to 41-35 with 10:44 left in the
contest, at which point Berry tried substituting to install
some life into his team.
In a move that surprised many, Berry kept starters

Swimmers in weekend meets

Hayward today at 3 p.m.
and then will head south to
face Long Beach State and
Pepperdine
tomorrow
afternoon.
SJSU swim coach Sone
Azarfar feels
Hayward
is quite comparable to the
Spartan team.
"The Hayward team
has depth and very good
swimmers in the
long
distance freestyle and the
backstroke. It should be a
very good meet," he said.
After easily defeating
Fresno State last weekend,
Azarfar doesn’t expect the
team to lose their winning
momentum.
"I am planning on
seeing better swim times
this weekend," he said.
Hayward
features
senior Darrell Rucker, who
is
the
Far
Western
Conlit
ference champion in the 200
freestyle.
The team also has a
strong backstroker in
junior George Osterberg,
who holds the school record
inthe event.
XltriDAP’
Hayward placed third
by David Flernate
in
the Far Western ConSJSU’s Ron Schafer swims to a victory in the 200 meter breaststroke
ference last year, finishing
during the Spartans’ win over Fresno State last weekend.
the year with an overall
record of 9-5. This year the
team,
swim
men’s
The
Thornton feels that
by Joan Casserly
team is 3-2 in confernece
record
impressive
an
with
competition and 4-6
While the Spartan Berkeley’s top three
women’s swim team is in swimmers are sophomore of 4-1, will be at Cal State- overall.
Bridget
Kress
and
freshBerkeley this weekend to
participate in the Northern man Twila Bridgewater in
Califonria Swimming the breaststroke and
Championships, the SJSU freshman Margee Mac
men’s swimmers will be in Farlan in the long-distance
competition with Cal State- freestyle.
The Berkeley team,
Hayward, Long Beach
which is rated 23rd in the
State and Pepperdine.
The women’s competi- nation, is currently behind
tion will begin today at last year’s pace when they
noon and tomorrow at 8 finished the year with a
record of 7-2.
p.m.
Roy says it is hard to
The meet features
GASOLINE 7th Er Phelan 10th & Taylor
Stanford University, the tell at this point how her
OIL
MOTOR
245 Keyes 4th Et Williams
No. 1 rated women’s team Spartan team will do but
int the nation, who heavily she feels optimistic that
INV,;:4‘14,11)","ailW"RD
favored in this weekend’s they could take third in the
championships, ahead of
competiton.
SJSU women’s swim Pacific and Fresno State.
The Spartans, who are
coach Connie Roy said,
"Stanford will win by far. 5-7 in dual meet competition,
will depend on
They are by far the topclarinet
their regular top individual
rated team around."
performers,
Kristy
Stanford has a record
of 7-0 and is favored to win Massola in the butterfly
the national championship. and freestyle, Kristy
America’s hope for a Anderson in the freestyle
piano/composer
gold medal in the Olym- events and Liz Blashill in
pics, Linda Jecek, leads the the individual medley,
Thursday
Stanford swimming squad. according to Roy.
February 21, 1980
Jecek holds the world
record in the 200-meter
DIRTY CAR?
8:15 p.m.
backstroke with a time of
WASH IT’
Montgomery Theatre
211.9.
She also won a siler
(Market and San Carlos)
medal in the 1976 Olympics
in Montreal as a member of
the 400-meter medley relay
team.
Bass, SJBO, ASPB
Roy feels that Berkeley
students: $2.50
is "a shoe-in" for second
WASH
place in the championship
750
general: $6.00
Berkeley this
meets.
WAX
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Staff and faculty
season has a dual meet
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record of 5-4.
25-50Q
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with proper I.D.
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swim coach Karen Thornton says she expects to
few Virglrilel
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funded by Assn, Students
petition, "just behind topALWAYS OPEN
rated Stanford."
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Rank and Mickey Jackson on the bench for much of the
mid-second half.
Rank and Jackson, seniors playing their final home
game for the Spartans, had accounted for 20 of SJSU’s 35
first-half points.
"Some of our starters," Berry said, "were not playing
quite as inspired as I thought they should have."
The Gauchos, led by 6-7 forward Tom DeMarcus’ 17
points, outscored the Spartans 20-6 during a 12-minute
stretch of the second half to pull into the lead.
By the time Rank and Jackson re-entered the game,
Santa Barbara had a 45-41 lead with slightly more than
seven minutes remaining.
There is not time for Berry and the Spartans to pout
over this one that got away, however, as they still hold
their destiny in their own hands.
By winning their final two games at Long Beach and
Pacific, SJSU can assure itself a second-place finish in
league heading into the PCAA tournament at month’s end.
"We’re going to have to play our butts off," Berry
said. "They’re a good team at home and we must play
better or we’re going to get annihilated."
While forward Michael Wiley and guard Craig Hodges
have been called two of the "best players in the conference" by Utah State coach Rod Tueller, Long Beach
State’s real strength lies in senior forward Francois Wise.
The former Balboa High of San Francisco star was

named last week’s PCAA player of the week for his performances in 49er victories over Fresno State and UCSanta Barbara.
Regarded as a potential All-America candidate by
49er coach Tex Winter, Wise is currently averaging 16.5
points per game and he leads his team in rebounding with
9.7 pulls a contest.
The last meeting between SJSU and Long Beach saw
the Spartans eek out a 64-61 victory behind Wally Rank’s
27 points.
During the contest, SJSU shut down the high scoring
duo of Wise and Wiley, but Hodges burned the Spartans
with 21 points.
"We didn’t get the average from Wiley and Wise,"
Winter said. "SJSU really contained them and they’ve
been the only team to do that so far this season."
"I really hope we shoot the rebound better this time
out," Winter said.
The Long Beach coach called SJSU one of the most
improved teams in the PCAA, citing the Spartalis’ muscle
as their strongest attribute.
While the 6-6 Wise and the 6-9 Wiley hold down the
forward spots, 6-3 Hodges and 6-0 Dave Shutts man the
guards and 6-10 Kevin Tye is at the center position.
Wiley is the 49ers’ leading scorer with a 20.7 average
followed by Wise at 16.5 and Hodges, 13.3. Wise is Long
Beach State’s leading rebounder with 9.7 caroms a game.

SJSU judokas in Hawaii
Six SJSU judokas will
represent various countries in the 1980 "Pacific
Rim" Championships to be
held Sunday and Monday in
Honolulu.
The top judokas from
the United States, Japan,
Korea, Canada, Mexico,
Australia, and New
Zealand will compete.
The U.S. team will
include three SJSU

students. Newcomer Mike
Swain joins defending
National Collegiate Judo
Association
Champion
Mike Vincenti in the men’s
division.
Christine Penick will
be the one SJSU woman on
the U.S. team.
Mexico
will
be
represented by two
defending NCJA champions, both of whom

compete
for SJSU:
Edouardo Cerna and
Gerardo Padilla.
SJSU’s Mark Chinmen
will represent the island of
Hawaii, which as the host
of the tournament gets to
pick a local team.
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THERE’S STILL TIME
The U.C. Berkeley School of Education has
extended its Fall application deadline for
credential programs until March 1, 1980.
Programs are offered leading t(1:
the Multiple Subject Teaching Credential
the Single Subject Teaching Credential
in the teaching fields 01 English,
Foreign Language and Science
the Reading Specialist Credential
the Administrative Services Credential

Further information and applications are available
from the School of Education by calling (41516,1)-0841.
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toll-free 800-841-8000 (in GA
call toll -free 800-342-58551.
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graduate you can get management experience in any industry. But you’ll get it sooner
and more of it in the Navy.
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SJSU meets troubled Gaels in NCBA tilts
by Jeff Morris
In the first of a three-game series, the Spartan
baseball team resumes league play today against the
struggling St. Mary’s Gaels at 2:30 on the Gaels’ home
field.
Tomorrow the two teams come to San Jose for a noon
doubleheader in Municipal Stadium.
Going into this weekend’s action, SJSU at 2-4, 4-4-1
overall, is trailing along in a fourth-place tie with Santa
Clara in the seven-team Northern California Baseball
Association. At 0-5 in league, St. Mary’s is keeping USF
company in the conference cellar.
SJSU comes into the game having defeated San
Francisco State and previously undefeated Cal-Berkeley
this week.
Both victories were decided in the late innings, but
SJSU should not have to wait that long against the Gaels,
who are 1-5-1 overall so far this season.
Gaels head coach Miles McAfee admits that the Gaels
are struggling this year.
"We’re very inexperienced and consequently we’re
making a lot of mistakes," McAfee said.
The Gaels start four sophomores and two junior
college transfers. They average five errors a game and
have no batter hitting above .250.
The majority of the errors, according to McAfee, are
being made by sophomore shortstop Robert Ramirez who
was switched from third base at the beginning of the
season.
"His inexperience at the position and playing college
ball for the first time have made the transition a tough
one," McAfee said.
"But as a team we don’t have consistency yet so it is
not just his Ramirez ) fault, but I do expect him to improve with playing time," McAfee added.
McAfee led the Gaels to a second-place finish behind
SJSU in the first half of NCBA play last year.
However the Gaels finished fifth in the second half

and ended up third in the final NCBA standings with a 3028 overall record.
"We are not looking real good right now but I expect
the guys to do much better in the second half because they
will have gotten rid of the first game jitters of this half,"
McAfee said.
A bright spot for the Gaels this year has been outfielder Greg Cantrell.
The senior from Emeryville is the leading hitter on
the team with a .240 average and is expected to provide
power for the Gaels.
Sophomore first baseman Herman McKee has been
hitting well lately, according to McAfee, and is a definite
candidate for All-NCBA honors if he continues to improve.
The 6-3, 200-pound McKee is a lefthanded hitter with
power who already is being looked at by several pro
scouts. McKee is currently hitting only .201 but leads the
team in RBI with six.
Another sophomore who has played well for the Gaels
is pitcher Vince Albanese.
In his first start on the varsity, Albanese went all the
way in the Gaels’ 7-1 win over Sonoma State.
-Obviously we will have to play up to our potential to
beat the Spartans because they have been improving
already," McAfee said.
Unlike the Gaels, the Spartans seem to have gotten rid
of early season jitters and have the consistency needed to
win games.
The Spartans have come from behind twice this week
to win games and have been getting timely hitting in the
late innings.
Spartan errors seem to be up and down this season.
Against San Francisco State the Spartans were guilty
of five errors but against California SJSU committed only
two miscues.
Neither Spartan coach Gene Menges nor McAfee
would name the starting pitchers for the game.

Women netters host Colorado
The SJSU women’s tennis team opens its dual meet
season today at 2:30 p.m. when they meet Colorado on the
south campus tennis courts.
The Lady Spartans are in the Northern California
Conference, traditionally dominated by Stanford and
California.
SJSU is coming off a third-place finish last season and
coach Lyn SinClair is expecting the same for this season.
Although the Spartans defeated Colorado last season,
SinClair feels "The wealth of tennis talent becomes more
distributed each year, so you never know what to expect."
Colorado’s lady netters play both fall and spring
schedules. The Buffaloes posted a 5-3 fall season record.
Today’s match marks the opening of their spring
season.
Kathleen Cummings is the top singles player for
Colorado. Cummings recorded a 7-1 mark during the fall.

SJSU will counter with Kim Purcell, who made it to
the quarter finals in the Cal State-Los Angeles tournament.
The No. 2 singles will match Colorado’s Nicole
Lorenzetti, 6-2 in the fall, against Arlene Santos.
Santos and Purcell will make up the No. 1 doubles
combination, and be opposed by Kit McPhail and Frances
Chase for Colorado.
Cummings and Lorenzetti will play second doubles for
Colorado. They will oppose SJSU’s duo of Kim Marks and
Teresa Hagiya. Cummings and Lorenzetti posted a fine 71 record in doubles competition during the fall season.
The final doubles matchup will send Jana Elway,
daughter of SJSU football coach Jack Elway, and Denise
Mendoza against Suzanne Greene and Carla Wittenburg.
Mendoza, Marks, Elway and Angie Piexotto will
make up spots three through six on the singles ladder,
respectively.
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by JP ft Maloney

Spartan first baseman Stan Jones (ll) beats the tag and slides safely into second during SJSU’s come from -behind 4-3 victory against California Wednesday afternoon.

Lady Spartans face must-win
by Dave Kellogg
SJSU counters with 6-3 center Elinor Banks. Banks,
The stretch run for the NorCal crown starts Saturday when she’s on, has shown a penchant for dominating
night for SJSU women’s basketball team as it travels to games and is averaging 16.3 points a game and 9.4
rebounds.
fourth-place Stanford at 8.
In the backcourt the Cardinals go with 5-8 Angie
For the Spartans this will be the first of five must-win
games as they try to overtake the University of San Paccione at the shooting guard and use both Debbie Gore
and Denise McGuire as the playmaker slot.
Francisco.
Neither Gore nor McGuire seem to be the match of the
Presently SJSU is tied for second place in the NorCal
conference at 6-2, two games behind USF and is two Spartans’ Wanda Thompson. In their previous meeting
Thompson has eaten up the two Cardinals by pressuring
games up on Stanford.
The Cardinals were in the thick of the NorCal race a the pair into numerous turnovers.
At the shooting guard slot, Paccione has made a
week ago, but were upset by Pacific to, for all practical
reputation as a streak shooter.
purposes, knock them off the heels of USF.
SJSU’s Karen Mason is Paccione’s counterpart, but
"They’re playing much better than the last time we
played them," SJSU coach Sharon Chatman said. has shown more consistency then the Stanford
"They’ve had better balance and more effective shooting sophomore. Mason is currently the Spartans’ leading
scorer with a 17.3 average.
lately."
Saturday night’s game isn’t the only thing that conAlthough their last matchup wasn’t much of a contest,
SJSU winning 80-61, Stanford has shown an ability to cerns Chatman right now. The Spartans will be looking for
some help from second place California ( 6-2 I tonight as
handle the Spartans in the past.
the Bears travel to USF.
In their first meeting this season, the Cal Poly tourShould Cal saddle USF with a loss, the Dons would
nament, Stanford effectively controlled the pace against have to
hold off SJSU in Spartan Gym to keep from slipSJSU and almost came away with the upset, succumbing ping into
a three-way tie for first. SJSU could further
64-59.
simplify things by beating California in the final week of
Jeanne Ruark is Stanford’s primary threat, with a the season to assure it of a share of the title.
20.9 scoring and a 10.2 rebound averages. The 6-0
Should USF win tonight, however, SJSU must hope
sophomore forward posts up well underneath and gave the that either Pacific or Stanford can knock off the Dons
Spartans all sorts of problems at San Luis Obispo.
before the end of the regular season.
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Proposed site for coffee house
awaiting S. U. board approval
by Ellen Goodwin
An on-campus coffee house
moved one step closer to reality
Wednesday afternoon when the
Committee
House
Coffee
unanimously chose Building D,
located on Ninth Street across from
the Student Union, as the best

that the board ask the university for
the deed to Building D, which was
built about 1870 and is the oldest
structure on campus.
Building D may be torn down
next summer, however, because of
its status as a temporary building.
All temporary buildings on campus

potential site.
A subcommittee of the Student
Union Board of Governors, the
Coffee House Committee will
propose this site to the board during
the next board meeting on Tuesday
at 230 in the S.U. Pacheco Room.
The committee will also propose

are scheduled for demolition, according to California State
Univesrity and Colleges trustee
policy.
McGuire and Perry Becker, an
SJSU student, are to nominate the
building for the National Registry, a
listing of historical buildings.
This might save the structure
which, according to McGuire, could
be renovated for use as a coffee
house for approximately $100,000.
A large part of this money could
come from special grants for the
restoration of old buildings available

students.
This temporary coffee house,
operated by an outside catering
service, offered a variety of teas,
coffees, food and live entertainment.

through both the government and
private industry.
The Student Union, which could
either operate the coffee house or
hire someone to operate it, would
draw the rest of the needed funds
from its reserve funds, according to
Union Director Ron Barrett,

Correction
In yesterday’s Daily, Kathelln
Esteves, of the cast of "Charley
Parkhurst Rides Again," was
mistakenly identified as Cynthia
Hechter.

The Coffee House Committee
was formed late last semester after
a temporary coffee house, set up in
the lower level of the Student Union
during its 10th anniversary
celebration, was well -received by
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the S.0 at1p m every Thurs. 227
Surpros meeting, 2 25 Creativity
and Journal ought, 34 speaker
Lesbian caucus meets 7 30 p
Wednesdays in the Women’s Center
2 13 Creativity nosh’, 020 raP group,
2 27 Wm! Mugs

WORK available now on Southwest
San
Jose,
Eastside,
Cupertino.
Saratoga and Sunnyvale Flexible
hours. Apply on person al 210 South
Ist No 2215 or call 297 4664 Over 19,
own cm.

’79 RAW) 650,1K mo Immaculate 4
into I. custom pan. estrs Call Bob
013101135

..MUSIC and MONEY LOVERS..
Get the best foriess from AE
AUDIO ENTERPRISES Is SJSU s
electronics
consumer
complete
buy,ng servoce with nearly 300
components.
steroe
brands
of
compacts, portables, and acsry for
Me car. home, stage, or sludoo Also.
TV s pro, sys. Video recorder/cam
and games All items new, in Icly
sealed erns si,full wIg wrnty, 30 day
defective exchange, sir/optional S yr
shopped

labor,

ADDRESSES wanted immediately.
Work
at home
No experience
necessary
Wrote
Excellent pay
American Service. 5350 Park Lan,
Suote 127, Dallas, TO /5231

Small

SALES Clerk, pt/full tome
woodcraft store in Eastrodge Mall
Salary neg. No exp nec Call 231

BUSPERSON needed for lunch and
dinner Also dishwasher Eolopm 334
So 1st SI Call 210 6161
WANTED
Part tome
warehousemen to work evenings
and weekends Start 54/kr Call Ted
at 362 2344
PART TIME, seasonal, on call, tour
guides and cashiers Apply in person
at the Winchester Mystery House,
s205 Winchester Blvd $
ME, 9
am
SP.

Street

DONNA MAY
Fashion phologiapher seeks models
lor testing and potfolio work Call
280 0982 before 9 a m . after S P m
Near campus

Typing

BY
A
TYPING
PROFESSIONAL
20
YRS
EXP
RESUMES,
THESES,
REPORTS,

VITAE S.

TERM

ETC
REASONABLE
SO
VALLEY
AREA
CALL
KATHIE. 578 1216 9AM to PM
1
AM
ALSO
ON
OFFICE
PROVED TYPIST LIST

SMWFS,

10 to

10

for

ASK

THE
AP

TYPING ACCURACY
NEA
TNESS
AND
DEADLINES
GUARANTEED
Experienced
in Masters
Reports
Disser
tatoons Approved by San Jose
Stele
Unoversity
Graduate
Department IBM Se) II South

1

KEN

Call KITTY.
pm please
PROF
curate.

PAM Matthew

I

love you

Vital

Vaness (Jay)

Exp

SAN JOSE RESIDENCE CLUB
Great guys and gals Kitchen, game
room, color TV, linen and maid
Courtyard,
fireplace.
servoce.
$40.00 per week shared
565 00 per week sons. 202 South 17th
Street Office 122 North 8th St Call
995 0223

Services

228 3099

Typos,

SERIOUS mature roomate needed
to Share 2 Ed apt en adult complex
Andros Lawrence and El Camino
Call Marta at 249 9253 eel
pm wkdys

507. 3 6

Babysitiong
MOTHER’S
helper
eves S150 per month, free laundry

INI

21
25

60UU.0

63UUU

TYPING

Thesis, term papers.
ek .
experienced
and
last
Reasonable rates
Phone 269

i

6t

la

FEMALE roommate to share 4
berm 2 1/2 bath 2 story home on
Evergreen mea VI oth 2 females
5)9600 mu 1/3 utolotoes Call 274

2/15/80

editing

Theses.
dissertations.
ete
Reasonable Ms
Bernell, 374
7017

MOMBOMOUN
MU OOMMOO ONO
0000M 0000MON
0000 1300 OMOO
A 01510143010 WORM
NJ
EIMMONO tIJB
OUROOMOURI
NOM@ 00012 ORB
EMMEN) M1B000 A
A OMMUM NUMMI

TYPING ACCURACY.
NEA
TNE SS.
AND
DEADLINES
GUARANTEED
Experoenced
on Masters. Reports, dosser
tatoons

Approved by San Jose
State
Universoly
Graduate
Department IBM Sel II South
San Jose/Blossom Valley Area
Janet 021 9035

Print Your Ad Here:

One
nay

Two
days

Throe
days

days

Oars

02 00

2 50

2 75

2 90

3 00

four

FIVP
d5sy
o

2 50

3 00

3 25

3 40

3 50

3 00

3 50

75

3 no

4 00

SO

3 50

4 00

4 25

4 40

4 90

50

50

Print name
Path addroon. Imo add
50

50

50

50

50

Coty

Sememo Rate fell I

Cho., Classrlorafron

vicinity 01 gym
Large
Contact Wayne at 246 2511

ring

et

rewrd

E nclosed .s S

I 130 00

SEND CHECK, MONEY ORDER
OR CASH TO:
SPARTAN DAILY CLASSIFIEDS
San Jose State University
San Jose, California 95192

277-3175

Lost and Found
signet

Phone

Address

Minimum Three Ones One Day

LOS GTOS apt 2 berm $135 Mos
1/2 util by 3/1 Cal Jeff al 356 116011

Men’s gokl

T
D E T RO
2115180

Count approximately 10 letters and spaces for each line)

Frith

7011

LOST

iiil

il

ANSWER TO PREVIOUS PUZZL
SMASHES Iji EBALD
POMOOMM MORUOM
A UpOOMM WOMB
NOM MERIN IMMO

RATES

Phone 733 6423

13

ill

PI ASTER

ceilings bay
shodoo hogh
SUNNY
windows furnished Flemble sublet
from 24 rno 4160 Call Richard at
255 1622 or 5073462)2 51

12

II

EMPLOYED with trained watchdog
needs ...forcible. pleasant home to
share m good area near trans
Straoght
Leave
message
Call
ynnle al 227 7574 after 4 p
FURNISHED Opts for rent. 550 S
17th St
3 bed, 2 ba
$360, also 2
$300 Roth large and
bed . 2 ba
Immediate
availaboloty
modern

11

IMI

1674

LOOKING
tor
a
wedding
photographer?
Your
weddong
Photographs by John Er ,u P01.0S011
Photography are expressions of
love, soft, elegant and universally
understood For the tones, award

8

57

IBM Selectric
287 CMS

PROFESSIONAL

7

44

Agency

TYPING

MOVING AND HAULING
Have
large truck Ave’, for all sorts of
lobs CallRoy 298 6917

11110

6

a
111111
il
a
lIl
ilil
iiii
in
ill
a
ill
ill
Milli
ill
EMI
all
ill
ill
ill

block up from the Science Bldg

worming photography. call John at
MS 2348

Near downtown Call 219 9157

Typing

5

HI

Fasl. Ac
IBM

Reasonable

BERKELEY

24 Up to the
25 Harrow -5 rival
28 Part of a
housing develop
ment
29 By
by
memory alone)
30 Pitcher
of a type
31 Remove skin
32 He. It
33 Hop Igo)
34 Foot with claws
38 Skin
39 Rouse
41 Easy to break
43 Store up
45 Notable
American inventor
46 Heavy with
moisture
48 Ancient region
Of
a Minor
49 Metric, of flu
morous expression
50 Kindergarten
equipment
51 Cubic meter
52 Part of an inventory
53 Not one
54 Freight from
Flint
58 Young scamp
59 Soft drink

23U24

alter

INTELLIGENT TYPING
Connie and Gary 967 0792

parking

18

20

Professional
services
Reasonable rates Open 9 a m
to Ipm,MF Phone 0111710
or drop by 122 E San Salvador
St in downtown San Jose II

share. $6000 to $6500 per wk single
122 North 4th St Call 995 0223

4

17

TYPING
Term
papers
resumes. letters. etc SI ’page
and
up
IBM
Correct mg
Selectric
Al’ work proofread

TODDY Beat Happy 22nd bortfklaY
superstar Love. Strawberry kod
LODGINGS
MOTHER OLSON’S
Two houses aCroSs street from
campus
K
knen and mod
serv , TV. parkong. S40 00 per wk

3

San Jose Blossom Valley Area
Janet 22/ 9525

direct

AND
from wholesale dostbtrs to your door
on 1 to IS days. Call for complete
price quotes, or more info 255 5550

Confidential LEGAL
Reverend Donald
991 0149 (Any lime)

CAB drover. needed Full and part
lime drovers and dispIctiers Must
be 2S years of age or older Male and
tamale
All Mks avmlable Call
K mg Cab 293 9044

p

MATH ANXIETY, Need help wan
illy lower cloy math, Call me. Ed
Bardell, 214 4306 I’m very pafient

or Petal 270 5999

to start in Santa Cruz Call 14011 722
7761

Wolloarn

110th and WM 15311 Jose, CA 95112
14081 292 1613

LETTERS, DOC
TORATES. CHAR TS, GRAPHS.

ASSIST

SURFERS and athletes on track and
loeld and gymnastics wanted for
Hollywood pre Olympics folm soon

Voltage
tours
Club Med
OPen 7 days
Mon Fri 96, Saturday 9 S. Sunday
125 TRIP AND TRAVEL PLAN
WING COMPANY Charter Travei
E

52 Spur on
55 Parimutuel
figures
56 Hamster s
relative
57 Breakfast item
58 Render unfit
60 Become a
member
61 Demeanor
62 Heavy blow.
Slang
63 Middle Law
64 Throe
65 Famous GI
chronicler

1 Adventure storIc
5 Forehead
9 Sandy beach. in
Spain
14 City south of
Moscow
15 Rustic: Slang
16 Fits of temper
17 Parts of the
London traffic
scene
19 Glorify
20 Hide hair
21 Believers in.
Suf fix
22 Verdi opera
23 Ballad attributed
DOWN
China’s memor.
to Henry VIII
Sisters
26 Pulitzer Prize
able
novelist
2 Galahad ’s garb
27 Character of a
3 Style of painting
4 Arabic name
woven fabric
31 Gas
5 Belgian export
34 Ship’s destina6 Commotion
tion
7 Corpulent
35 This minute
8 Santee of track
36 Selves
fame
37 Bridges
9 Excuse
39 Location
10 Least strict
40 Yalte
11 Bedouin s head
41 Puffed
cord
42 Line used by a 12 Shout
comedian
13 Concerning
44 Matter-of-fact
18 Gambling game
46 Half, Prefix
22 Cause of budget
47 Reference books
trouble

REPORTS,

BAND to play for local community
Center dances Pay negotoable Call
Kathy atoll 4007

Wednesdays P0 Box 1165, San
Jose 95109 2276 Maywood Ave Call

INCREASE your gas mileage and
EXTRA
the
with
performance
MILE OAS treatment Only SI 92 Pm
can. Call Donald at 736 1350 aft 6

Love. Bob

WEDDING CHAPEL
Close to campus
Resodent clergy
No blood test requored
No waiting

7207

Automotive

woof wool woof

ROOM 5150.o
1 blocks from
older,
mature
Prefer
campus
woman Share 4 berm house woth
chid
couple
and
small
grad
Secur.ty plus and kit prov Call Don

on
feeding handicapped
students 10 30 I 30 dant, on County
Schools programs From $302 mo
Substitute Aides also needed Sand I
hours daily on call basis, 55 75 an
hour Call Santa Clara Co Schools,
299 3701

INk 1301 Aeries Times kyndleste

ACROSS

Selectric 252 OM

Progra
Internshop
CAMPUS
Fonancial Plannong Training and

EVANGELICALS Concerned has a
Bible study for gay men and women,

994 0755

SAMANTHA WILKENS Woof woof
wool’, Wool woof, wool wool Wool

Housing

Mount McKinley
WANTED

A warm borthday
For Catherone C
wish for your happoness, now end
always Your charm, wol and grace
have made you. unoque and special
Mark M
Person 0600w

IT.

STUDENT to assist in teaching
remedial reading appro. 1S20 hrs
per week Most be avaolable all 5
days Mon Fri between 3 7 pm Must
Will train
be excellent reader
53 OS/hr Call Mrs Spencer. 257 1109

Edited by Margaret Farrar and Trude Jaffe

Luggage
Backpacks
to find travel books
Campo.
converters

444

ASSISTANT

DAILY CROSSWORD PUZZLE

Student Rail and BritR ail passes
lob placement
LISA,

Youth
Canada and Memco Travel
Hostel Cards
Student shops and
trains
Insurance
Wide map

KRIS
you re the best ex lorl froend
a guy ever had Lotsa love Be my
Valentine. K’

Look to AE for the INodest selection
of the Highest fidelity al the Lowest
Prices AUDIO ENTERPRISES HAS

Sales Course CALL 249 5775
ATTENTION SJSU Sierra Club
having their meetings every Toes at
Guadalupe
7 30 pm
In the 5 U

/456

EXECUTIVE’S
280 1148

Overseas

Specoaiosts

THE

rates.

reasonable

Mexmo
Europe
Asia
Afr ma
Australia
USA Travel Services
Student
International
Available
Eura.t
Identity card issuance

UNWANTED

parts

2135

LUNCH waitress needed at Folks.
Prefer experoence 374 S lot St Call
210 6161

Help Wanted

2315

HAIR
REMOVED
FOREVER Specialist Confode.al
San
Jose 247
Ave,
355 S Baywoof

BUDGET FLIGHTS 1980 Dornestk
and
international
let
floialks

selection
Hard

Looking for something to buy?
to sell?
to barter?
to trade?

KATHY

TYPING
Mn firm can handle
anything IrOrn One letter 70 large
mail hsts, reports, manual. or
work
at
resumes
Ouality

anywhere at discount fares We also
represent all charter operations
Newell
one Wing Laker I

GRADUATE

hours
Nursing and clermal per
sonnet needed Ades, 16/hr LVN’s,
511/hr.
RN’s 59/hr
Clerical at
Some experience
various rates

BY

Professoonal and Experoenced
SeleCfroC 11 984 8370

CHINA .7day tour July 10
31
Group limited to 35 Student rale
52495 Call 371 6089

FRED
DOWNTOWN CHARMER
2 be svoth
Deep yard. 3 bog IX1rm
on
quiet
Clean.
many
extras

Typing. Term Papers. Reports
campus
Near
Experoenced
Rates reasonable Call 292 4590

Travel

TYPING

needed

assistant
OFFICE
Part
tome
needed for active furniture store
SHREDDED FOAM RUBBER 65
cents per lb No ’omit Call 293 2954

LOST Gold rem glasses, no case
13 $IO reward Call 272
Lost Wed
5708 or 926 17119 Thanks.

to CRUISEWORLD 20. Box 60129.
Sacramento, CA 95460

referrals. Lakeworld 20, Box 60129.
2535 Waft Avenue. Sacramento, CA
95860

The SKI CLUB A back and better
than ever! The weekend trip is a

some crazy tomes! Gel romantic at
our Valentone’s Dance on SaturdaY.

MEN.

Announcments

Hole Wnled

Personels

AutOMOted

NnuMng

Services

For Sale

Lust end Found

Stereo

Deadline

two days nom, 3 leiteketimi

Consecutive pubei oi
No re,,infis

ryotnw
II

k

111,11111,

Fabruary 15. 1980

6
A.S. raises issues

spartaguide

Coffee house debated
-continued from page 1
The INS wants to use SJSU time and
labor to retrieve it, council member Joanie
Goar said.
The proposed SJSU exercise course
will be constructed in the main campus
area. McFadden said. It will wind around
the gyms, Journalism and Home
Economics buildings, she added.
A campus coffee house will probably
be located in Building D if it ever gets off
the ground, council member Karen Bluth
said. Bluth is a member of the Coffee
House Committee.
"We haven’t even started thinking
about construction of the coffee house
yet," she said. "The prospects are
unlimited for Building D, though."
A coffee house in Building D would not
have to conform to S.U. building hours and
wouldn’t need a ramp for handicapped
students. The Spartan Pub building has
been all but ruled out as a site because of
plans to remodel the Pub.
Building D, though, is not earthquakeproof, and the S.U. must acquire the

building before funds can be expended.
A.S. Attorney General Michael
Medina tabled discussion on constitutional
revision until next Wednesday due to the
length of the meeting.
Gary Satre was reinstated as AS.
public information officer because a
possible replacement backed out Tuesday.
Sue Karnes, graduate seat holder,
joined the growing list of former A.S.
council members. She resigned for personal reasons.
Karnes was a member of the S.U.
Board of Governors, constitutional
revision committee, special allocations
committee and the personnel board.
Council members Mary Cox and Rick
Morris were chosen to replace Karnes on
the special allocations committee and
personnel board, respectively.
Joanie Goar is the new finance officer
and Jim Rowen is on the budget committee. Last week, these appointments
were mistakenly reversed in the Spartan
Daily’s council meeting story.

Consumer corner

Tips on TV buying
Glancing at the row of proportions of people and
12-inch TV sets, your eye objects on the screen as
catches 15 images of Ar- curves when they should be
straight. Also, people and
chie Bunker.
objects may undergo
The search to find the
changes in shape as they
best buy on a TV set should
move across the screen.
not be taken lightly. Before
Black-level retention
plunging ahead and buying
should also be considered,
the first set that catches
the report continued. A
your eye, keep in mind
screen should not fade to
there are criteria to base a
grey when the scene
decision on.
changes from dark to light.
For most college A set that does not retain
students, a 9-to-12 inch set its black-level retention
is suitable. These portable makes a night scene look
sets weigh between eight like it was shot during
and 16 pounds, costing dusk.
from $80 to 8120.
Interface of lines is
Good picture quality is another factor. Consumer
the most important feature Report stated that
in a set, according to Cint horizontal scanning lines
Frederberg, salesman at should be evenly spaced.
Poor interlace
uneven
Alco’s Campbell store.
scanning lines results in
"The set should have loss of vertical detail.
clarity and definition," he
If you are still unsaid.
certain of a good buy after
A way to test for a examining these features,
clear picture is to examine visit the service center of a
the hair on someone’s TV TV store, said Terri
image, he said. Look for Sullivan, salesman at The
lines, waves and fine Workshop in Sunnyvale.
This is a way to check
details of the hairs.
about parts, repairs and
Consumer
Reports service of specific sets.
judges a picture with basic
Differences in features
criteria to see if the picture make some sets more
is top quality.
convenient than others,
A picture should be according to Consumer
free from distortion, ac- Reports.
In most sets, the
cording to Consumer
Reports. Some sets show channel selector and tuning

TTS-PARTAN

los

ki

110 & SAN CARLOS
(1 BLK. from CAMPUS)

LAUNDRY/

75 Washers
and Dryers

NO WAITING
FREE PARKING

knob are in front, the
report said. The controls
for on/off and volume,
contrast and brightness are
in the front or side, but in
some cases they are in the
back.
To store the line cord
conveniently, the set
should have hooks or
another way of storing it,
Consumer Report added.
Otherwise, the chances are
increased of losing of
mislaying the cord.
Check the guarantee
and warranty for repairs
and parts, recommended
Tom Gahafer, salesperson
at House of Color TV in San
Jose.
"Most sets guarantee
parts for a year and service
for 90 days," Gahafer said.
It can be more difficult
getting parts for foreign
sets, he added, as it can
take four weeks to three to
four months to receive
them.
Everyone needs a
break from studying or a
way to pass a lazy, rainy
afternoon so be sure the TV
set you are watching is the
best one for your money.

Vi COPIES

Business
Black
Students are holding a
voter registration drive
this week in front of the
Student Union. For more
information call Carolyn
Reams at 293-8210.
Full -tuition scholarships are available through
the Army ROTC. For information call Chris Clarke
at 277-2985.
The Sociology Club will
holds BBQ from 11:30 a.m.
to 2 p.m. today at the Social
Science Building at Fourth
and San Carlos streets. For
more information call Kim
Clark at 298-2387.
Career Planning and
announces
Placement
today is the deadline for the
Pace exam applications for
professional federal employment opportunities.
Applications are available
in Building Q, room 2. For
information call Patty
Kimball, career adviser, at
277-2816.

Organization of Arab
Students is having a social
evening that will include
dinner, music and a film at
5 Monday. For more information call 279-1095.

The Institute of
Electrical and Electronic
(IEEE)
Engineers
presents Orville Pearce of
GTE Sylvania at 12:30
today in Engineering 227.

Operation Share will
have orientation from 10 to
11 a.m. on Tuesday in the
S.U. Almaden Room. For
information call 277-3257.

Televised
practice
interviews will be held
from 2 to 4 p.m. on Tuesday

U.S. China Peoples
Friendship will have a slide
and talk on Peoples
Republic of China at 7:30
on Sunday at California
First National Bank, 990 N.
First St. For more information call 463-3655.

and who are willing to relocle in the Western United Stales HALLMARK offers
excellent compensation including salary and indiridual bonus The total
Is package is one of the ?Ines! tn America today offering Prot. Sharing
Educational Assistance maim rnedtCal tic To arrange for an interview please
send your resume tncludIng salary history to

WORLD OF
ILLUSION

Seasonal positions artavailable in a wide variet,,
of areas including park
services. operations. mer
chandising. food services,
buildings arid grounds

We interview Mon Fri
between 8 30am 4 00prit

295-5511
Also at:
12 1 S. 1rd St
29-4 Ill,

Marriott’s Great America

is an
Equal Opportunity
M F
Employer

Guitarist

CAREER OPPORTUNITIES
BUSINESS MANAGEMENT
TRAINING PROGRAM
FOR GRADUATES IN ALL MAJORS
Bullock ’s,Bullock ’s Wilshire, southern California’s
leading fashion and specialty store is seeking graduates
interested in a business management career. Trainee
positions include accounting, audit, accounts payable.
data processing, operations security, distribution.
restaurant and beauty salon management; personnel
and organization development
If you are an aggressive, organized self-starter willing
accept challenging responsibilities and able to move at a
fast pace under pressure, we would like to meet with
YOU

WE WILL BE INTERVIEWING
ON CAMPUS MARCH 11, 1980

-

further information contact your placement (Abu. ni
ill,2131486 ri:149
Equal opportunity employer M F

(

3:00-?
PEANUTS?
ALSO PRESENTS
95C BREAKFAST SPECIAL
2 Eggs, Toast, Hash Browns

Every day

6:30-11:00

-PLUSHAPPY HOURS
2-4 p.m.
Mon-Thurs
Friday 2-4 p.m.
PEANUTS?
275E. San Fernando
998-9778

upNew York Style
IN
For Everyone 17 b over
FEATURING
Mary Wells
Hollywood All-star Band
Doug and Freddie

Cost – Sale

Valentine’s Party - TONIGHT

Shoes, warm-up suits,
T-shirts, jerseys, shirts

55 minors

Up to 50%-75% Off

$2 adults

f

457 E. San Carlos

Wiser THyEORNKEW.190.

Near 10th, San Jose

Last Days,10 : 00-4: 00
295-6344

47 NOTRE DAME AVE.
DOWNTOWN SAN JOSE 279-3387
(1 MIL Wee. of San Pedro Beware)

ANNUAL

SKI SALE
SKIS

HEXCEL

Reg

542 GSR
542 SLR
SUNDANCE
SPECTRA LITE
HEXCELERATOR
BLU ELITE
MIRAGE

368
262

MK
MK
MK
MK
MK
MK
MK
MK
0.

VII
V
IV comP
IV
III
III S
II
I

262
238
233
20$
194

Reg
275
225
235
215
215
23S
(00
175

Sale
199"
197"
197’
179"
179"
159"
149"
sate
219’
790o
189"
162"
169’
176"
142"
129"

BOOTS
NORDICA
MEN’S
COMP
CYCLONE
HURRICANE
..
FORCE II
COSMOS
GEMINI
PULSAR
LADIES’
COMP
SCIROCCO
ZEPHYR
NOVA
ARIES
VENUS II
SCOTT
SUPER LITE
SUPER HOT

(,)
"

ra,.14.1‘
s-A47

K.2
810 COMP
710 COMP
610 COMP
255 MID
244 MID
233 MID
/ TRACER
HAWK

Sole
179’
169"
149"
179"
169’s
"
159"
129"
99"

Reg
240
225

200
240
210

190
175
130

ROSS1GNOL

Sole
169"
154"
164"
139"
169"
154"
129"
104"

Reg.
225
195
220

r’ ST COMP
STRATO.
5-2
SNOWBIRD
CM
FM
EM
CHALLENGER

185

215
195
170
140

BINDINGS

44^0

MARTY KANE
TODAY

Equal Opportunity Employer 111/{

Everything Must Go!

OLIN

PEANUTS?
PRESENTS

Santa Ana. CA 12/01

Business

Applicants must be available
to work weekends during
March. April & May and
daily during the summer
months

San ( anus St.

-44244444,

Of

Tau Delta Phi will hold

Marriott s is currently
accepting applications for
vmployment opportunities
at the park

Area Sales Employment Manner
Hallmark Marketing Corporation
hOt-f Parkcourt Place Suite 201

FEB. 258 26
AT8 00p m
S U BALLROOM

Sale

AMERICA

SCALE SJSU Counseling Center will have a
Learning Effectiveness
Group from 2:30 to 4 p.m.
on Tuesday in the ADM
room 223. For information
call 277-2966.

HALLMARK MARK( TING CORP is a world 1
creator and manulaclurer of
social expression products Throughout the year we interview individuals with
dernonslrled leadership Monty strong desire to begin their career in held sales

Friends of San Jose
Public Library announce a
discard book sale today
and Saturday from 9 a.m.
to 5:30 p.m. in the Main
Library,
McDaniel
Community Room.

IHAT

in AV 308.

FIELD SALES AND MARKETING

Campus Ministry will
hold Sunday Worship at the
Campus Christian Central
Chapel, 300 South 10th St.
For information call 2980204.

Going Out

KINKO’S
481 I
441

Student Health Services will sponsor People in
Exercise from 4-5 on
Monday in the Men’s Gym,
room 142. For information
call 289-8680.

Rho Epsilon will hold a
beer and pizza kick-off
meeting at 8 tonight at
Straw Hat Pizza Parlor,
1535 Meridian Ave. For
more information call Pat
Chin at 269-3613.

All qualified applicants
are invited to apply in
person at the personnel
office at 2401 Agnew Road
in Santa Clara

31/2c

a smoker for prospective
members on Tuesday from
6:30 to 7:30 p.m. in Tower
Hall, room 110. For more
information, call Chris
Bailey at 295-9680.

[ ALL SKI
NOW
KIDUCED

Reg.
140
200
100
160
130
100
115

Sale
179’
149"
139"
119"
99"
74"
64"

240
ZOO
170
130
100

179’
149"
127’
99"
74"
64"

190
220

139"
159"

SALOMON

Reg.

727 W/B
626 W/B
222 W/B

109’

TYPOl
360 W/B
2600 W/B
160 W/B
150 W/B
60 W/B
LOOK
N-77 W/B
N-57 W/B
N -57J W/B
N-37 W/B

84"
69"

Sale
89"
64"
49"

105’
860
74.
69"
55"

84"
69"
59"
49"
44"

129"
114"
109’
89’

99"
89"
84"
64"

INSTALLATION EXTRA

SPECIAL SAVINGS
UP TO 75% off 3,slostd Models of Look,
Marko, Solomon end Sesser bindings.
Duo to solo pHs," -- Installation sto.

SKI FASHIONS

ALL MEN’S & LADIES’
44’;
NOW 25% TO 50% OFF.
PARKAS, PANTS AND SWEATERS
ALL CHILDREN’S SKI WEAR
NOW 30% OFF
SPORT OBERMEYER MEISTER
SPECIAL SAVINGS FROM: SERAC SKYR
INNSBRUCK
SWING WEST TEMPCO ANBA
OFF
AFTER SKI BOOTS UP TO 25%

kec0

SUBJECT TO STOCK ON HAND ALL SALES FINAL

SPORT
SHOP

3020 ALUM ROCK AVE., SAN JOSE
itaiMint ’t NM mil ,1180/610

Ababa

IMO to OSH.

Phone 926-3020

Oil 00/00

